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Editors’ Welcome 
 

Welcome to the December issue of On Course Profits magazine. 

 

This month's sponsor is The Form Guy. Steve V was a runaway winner of our tipping 

competition back in 2021 and we helped him set up his tipping service as his winner’s 

prize. 

 

We are pleased to see that in the past 12 months Steve has recorded 155 points of profit 

for his followers an average of nearly 13 points per month. 

 

To celebrate we would like to offer all readers a 14 day free trial of The Form Guy 

tipping service – click here to secure your place 

 

Onto this month’s issue which we hope will point you at more winners and help you 

develop your own profitable angles. 

 

First up this month Dave Renham looks for value in the Betfair SP and investigates the 

type of horse that is most likely to be profitable at Betfair SP. 

 

It turns out there is a sweet spot where you are most likely to be getting value. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/17353088401/in/photolist-srr7Bk-2n9ozNS-dXCsdd-24pX1bf-kSTUkS-26Q9eVP-dXCsDs-FqYG72-2522MzX-RSaLmT-9D5aRP-kSS31X-eh92xL-UBrvTc-dXCrLw-kSS26a-UdVwJb-kSSSfF-2fxWkUb-bERsLE-m5FjtL-7Eaf6B-S48kdR-UdTvmL-bERsA1-qut2wq-UyHdHY-kDnDZ6-7EdBpC-21WSFJA-ruu2zJ-S473Lz-CzxcxQ-YAX7zA-2fwpCDa-sa3998-7E9B7D-YAT47G-9DD9jC-YAV3sw-ETMQnj-T6xSWk-ZFBUrp-nq4fhe-UL7Wii-21WSUDd-T4ab7b-dXwLma-9DAgVn-232rJV4
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/sponsor97
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Dave has also researched the in running trends of five furlong sprinters with the aim of 

finding a method for betting horses that shorten in running for a set and forget 'green up' 

bet. 

 

We also have a detailed look at Lingfield racecourse and find a couple of systems worth 

following this winter. 

 

Alex has ante post bets for the Tingle Creek and the King George. 

 

Steve has researched the trainers to follow in December and has added to the system 

portfolio. 

 

And I've run a little experiment following tipsters that provide their selections for free to 

the OLBG site in the hope of winning cash prizes.  

 

Finally, we have a recap on where we are with the current systems portfolio and an 

update on the current product reviews. 

 

I hope you enjoy this month’s issue. 

 

All the best 

Darren Power 

 

Front cover image: (CC BY 4.0) - Horse racing | Bangor on Dee horse racing ~ National Hunt | Paul | 

Flickr 
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Trying To Find Value Using Betfair SP  
 

Making money from horse racing has never been easy, but I would guess a bigger 

percentage of punters are profitable now than say 25 years ago. Nowadays with the 

Exchanges and Best Odds Guaranteed there is more arguably more scope to find some 

value. We are not tied to Industry SP and / or Early Prices like we were back ‘in the 

day.’ 

 

In this article I am going to see where the Betfair ‘value’ has been in relation to 

National Hunt racing in the UK. I am examining data starting from December 2007 

when the Betfair Starting Price was launched, and going up to the end of September 

2022, which was when I was researching this piece.  

 

Now when I say ‘value’ I don’t necessarily expect to be finding easy routes to long term 

profits, I am more looking for the best value when using Betfair Starting Price.  

 

I will be using Betfair SP in price ‘bands’ or ‘brackets,’ and all profit / loss will be 

calculated as if betting £1 win level stakes on each bet.  

 

I have adjusted returns to take into account standard commission on winning bets. 
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Betfair SP - Results by Price 
 

I want to start by splitting the National Hunt results purely by price. Clearly with Betfair 

SP we need to go right up to a price 1000.0 so I have grouped them in a way which I 

feel is sensible and fair. 

 

 

No surprises to see all price groups in the negative, and it is not very even as one might 

have expected.  

The results also suggest to me there is a pattern here.  

This pattern is probably more easily appreciated if I graph the Return on Investment % 

losses. (I haven’t added the 200.01+ ROI% data as that would have made a really 

lopsided graph). 
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As the graph shows, the very shortest prices (Evens and odds on) only lose around 2 

pence in the £, but as the prices move up, so do the losses. This continues to the 9.01 to 

12.00 bracket where losses are close to 6 pence in the £.  

 

Then we get a big improvement in returns when we hit 12.01 to 18.00 where losses are 

down to just 0.4p in the £.  

 

The next price band of 18.01 to 26.00 sees a movement back up a little giving losses of 

roughly 3%.  

 

The losses generally continue on an upwards trajectory remembering that 200.01+ 

prices (not shown) lost nearly 50p in the £. 

 

It seems therefore we have what we could term a price ‘sweet spot.’  

 

With back fitting, please note this is not something I advocate, the ‘best’ sweet spot 

has been prices between 12.50 and 19.00.  

 

Within this price range it would have seen you break even. However, despite knowing 

this I am going to dig a bit deeper sticking with the 12.01 to 18.00 price bracket I used 

from the outset. 

 

Let me look at the breakdown of the 12.01 to 18.00 price bracket by ‘Year’.  

 

I am look at the data in a slightly different way than simply looking at individual years.  

 

I will use a method I first saw in Nick Mordin’s excellent book ‘Winning Without 

Thinking’, where he looked at data by grouping a batch of years together, which is one 

way to try and compare data more effectively.  

 

As we know we can get random good years and bad years with data sets, so this method 

helps ‘smooths out’ such anomalies.  

 

Also, there is potential to more easily appreciate whether patterns are changing.    

 

I have chosen to look at 6 yearly batches starting with the combined data from 2007 to 

2012 for the 12.01 to 18.00 price bracket and taking us right through to 2017 to 2022.  
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Here are the findings: 

 

 

Doing it this way has helped show up what seems to be a definite pattern.  

It seems that there has been slightly less ‘value’ in more recent times. Having said that, 

the ROI% figures are remarkably similar across the years, so as far as Betfair SP prices 

go, this still looks the area where we have an ‘edge’ over other price brackets.  

Let me now compare some specific racing ‘angles’ within this 12.01 to 18.00 price 

bracket.  

Firstly, a comparison of handicap versus non handicap results: 

 

Roughly 3 times as many handicap qualifiers, but there are still over 15,000 runners in 

the non-handicap group.  

 

It seems there is a slight ‘value’ edge to non-handicappers as they have made a profit of 

close to 2 pence in the £.  

 

I had expected this outcome as a fair number of non-handicappers have limited past 

form to go on. Hence assessing their ‘true’ price becomes more difficult in comparison 

to pricing more seasoned handicappers. Therefore, there is more likely to be some non-

handicappers who are slightly bigger prices than perhaps they should be.  

 

We are only talking a betting point or two here, but if enough of them win, that is 

enough to create this ROI% differential.  
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Also don’t be fooled into thinking that the reason non handicappers have been ‘better 

value’ is down to the fact they have a slightly higher win strike rate than handicappers 

(7.3 v 7.1).  

 

This is to be expected as the average field size in non handicap races is smaller than it is 

in handicaps. 

 

Having established that as a general rule less exposed horses in this price range may be 

better value, let us see what happens when we examine performance by horse age.  

 

The hope being that younger horses have a better record than older horses within the 

12.01 to 18.00 price bracket.  

 

To do this I am splitting horses into two age bands – those aged 3 to 6 and those aged 7 

and older.  

 

Here are the findings: 

 

 

Results as I had hoped with the younger horses proving profitable over the long term 

(just over 3p returns for every £1 bet). The slight difference in strike rate is to be 

expected as we see that type of difference when examining age across all price bands. 

 

We get the same pattern when we examine horse career runs.  

 

The fewer number of runs the better – we should expect this given the ‘age’ data shared 

above, but the career run figures are arguably more powerful: 

 

Horses with 15 or less career starts that had a BSP of between 12.01 and 18.00 would 

have produced returns of just over 5 pence in the £.  

 

Losses get steadily worse as the number of runs increases. Indeed, horses with 50 or 

more career starts would have lost you 16p in the £ (ROI -16.2%). 
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In conclusion, the best Betfair SP range in UK National Hunt racing in terms of value 

seems to be the 12.01 to 18.00 price bracket. If betting in such races one of our betting 

strategies therefore should be looking for horses within this sort of market range.  

 

Now of course one clear issue is that we do not know what the Betfair SP will be before 

the race. This is the age old problem of using starting price data. Probably the best 

option is to leave your bet to the very last minute. If you have a live feed to the race, 

then this option is going to hit the mark most of the time. Of course, I appreciate this 

option will not be available to all.  

 

For the record, I have taken a quick look at all flat racing BSP price data – on the all 

weather, the BSP price range of 12.01 to 18.00 would have lost you 2p in the £; in turf 

flat races it is around a 4p loss. All in all, not bad starting points once again, although 

not as good as the National Hunt stats.  

 

It seems the ‘sweet spot’ price wise for all weather racing has been slightly bigger 

at 14.01 to 22.00; for turf flat, it has been 18.01 to 26.00.  

 

I think the reason for these slightly bigger price bands is down to average field size 

(average number of runners). National Hunt races have had the smallest fields on 

average followed by the all weather, with flat turf having the biggest field sizes on 

average.  

 

Bigger fields will create slightly bigger prices. I think therefore my next port of call 

should be to narrow the BSP market data down drilling into field size – that might give 

us even more clarity in terms of exactly where the BSP price value lies.  

 

But that will have to be for another time ……  

 

 

David Renham    
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An Analysis of Free Horse Racing Tips 

I like free stuff; do you like free stuff? 

In the betting, tipping, and horse racing world you have to be careful with free stuff and 

do your due diligence. 

Free tips may be very good and given away to highlight how good a paid service is. Or 

they may be given away to encourage you to lose money with a particular bookmaker 

who pays a share of your losses back to the tipster. 

And I’m sure there are many other reasons that tips are given out some positive and 

some negative. 

A few weeks ago, I was looking around the OLBG site and their free tips and decided to 

try and track for myself how some of the top tipsters there perform. 

If you don’t know how OLBG works basically they run tipster competitions in hundreds 

of categories. Anybody who fancies themselves as a tipster can submit their selections 

each day and win cash prizes if they do well. 

According to the winners’ tables on OLBG some tipsters win a lot of money from the 

tips they submit, the biggest winner has apparently won £9,115. I don’t know what 

period that is over, it could be many years, but if you’re finding selections anyway a 

few extra quid from time to time must be nice! 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/design-dog/2194483650/in/photolist-4kVix1-Vg49hX-76B43B-2c8hsAK-2cq1aJh-aLrfPH-28a2AWb-EjqpbK-buCSjq-7k4c1z-DSi4kY-7k868S-7k4bVT-kZjXn-b8RX5-kZjV6-7RtLsY-2c8hsLK-k5jDJE-2ioNRbY-6QA9mc-76Gpju-fcCreA-U2rUKR-Ym92Rm-76FsYo-37tjUj-9Fuzda-Pr5RZn-syd6xH-37tk7A-jMCd-4P9D1c-Roas8h-5ta9X4-Roas25-2hDBQhK-cCrT7h-9FuzBM-cqwQZf-e7FKgF-cJiFJu-DX5Uj9-4cKKC3-5tez99-9FxwgC-2c6b4dL-9Fxwtu-R4qv2s-9FxwW7
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So, here’s what I did. I chose the top 5 horse racing tipsters in the OLBG chart at the 

time and set up a spreadsheet to automatically download their selections each day. 

OLBG ranks tipsters by annual profit. 

My hope was that between these five, all selections could be bet and a Betfair SP profit 

produced. I’m an optimist! 

As I write this, I have 52 days of data and 471 selections so a decent sample. 

I have only analysed the win bets because I needed to automate a lot of this in order to 

find the time to carry out the experiment, there were over 800 bets if you include all the 

each way selections. Once I have a data feed for the places paid at Betfair I’ll run a 

further test betting win and place. 

But for now, these are just the win tips given out by the five tipsters I chose back on 

September 14th. 

  

 
 

Ok, so we’re not getting rich yet by just backing all the win selections. But there are 

other factors to look at. 

Each tip comes with a Win Percentage. This is an indicator of how many tips (from all 

the tipsters in the competition) in this race are for the selection. 

If we only bet when 50% of the tips in the race are for the selection, we get a 0.032 

point profit (1 point level stakes), after commission, but we only have 32 selections 

now. 
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If we lower our criteria to where 25% or more of the tips are for the selection, we get a 

profit of 7.932 from 142 selections, that’s looking a bit better. Only a 5% ROI but if we 

find something we may be able to automate the whole process. 

I have a couple more ideas to investigate. 

The Nap percentage tells us how many of the Naps in the race are for our horse. 

I tried greater than 25% here and got a loss of -5.29 from 96 selections. More than 50% 

is + 1.3484 from 16 selections. 

So, I tried not zero, meaning somebody on OLBG has napped the selection, that 

produced a loss – 27.81 from 161 selections. 

My final test for now is to see what happens if we only bet when the price available 

when the selection was collected is bigger or smaller than the Betfair SP. 

So, if the price shortens and the Betfair SP is less than the morning price (the data is 

collected at 10:30) we get a loss of -4.4456 from 187 bets. 

And if the Betfair SP is the same as the morning price or bigger we get -59.1262 from 

284 bets. 

I don’t like those numbers because I like to think that drifters are not a bad thing and 

that when the price drifts, we are getting more value and these final results support 

those punters who won’t bet a drifter, I would expect that to correct with a bigger 

sample, but I may be wrong. 

If I fancy a horse and it drifts, I’m still betting it, I may not always be brave enough to 

increase my stakes, but I still bet. 

Anyway, I’m heading off track here. 

What have we learned well I suppose we’ve just confirmed that winning at Betfair SP is 

not easy, but we knew that, and we also know that if we want to bet big and we want to 

automate our betting then Betfair is the road we have to travel. 

What next? Well, I will keep collecting data, maybe I’ll collect selections from more of 

the tipsters and we’ll revisit the results in a few months when we have much more data 

to analyse. 

By the way there were eight horses selected by two tipsters they all lost, all bets given 

were counted in the above totals, duplicates were not removed. 

Finally, by the time you read this it will also be posted on the website so if you have any 

comments or questions feel free to post them on the website. 

Darren Power 
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Big Race Coverage - Tuesday 27th 

December 
 

Although there is a lot of focus and media coverage on the King George at 

Kempton on Boxing Day, for those of us that enjoy a punt in the big field 

Handicaps it is the following days action at Chepstow that gets the juices flowing. 

 

December 27th sees the biggest race day of the year in Wales and the featured 

event is the £150,000 Coral Welsh Grand National which was originally 

established at Chepstow in 1949. 

 

Coral Welsh Grand National (Grade 3 Handicap; 3m 6 ½f) 

This historic Chepstow event attracts some of the finest long-distance chasers to the 

premier racecourse in Wales to vie for the big prize. 

 

The roll of honour of winners of this great race carries some very special names, 

and features some who have gone on to win the Grand National itself at Aintree, 

including Silver Birch, Bindaree and Earth Summit.  

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/49124829231/in/photolist-2hQZAfk-274Ld8F-2i86ZYm-9qaENW-ZCVLyU-ZhRg4N-bTLdZa-25znNCh-eeFvuy-63qCVX-2hR1xCA-CzA84U-YAZ5tY-UoPYPk-2n9oziD-63qFsV-2i875jf-25N16Fx-2hQX3xt-TwAfqm-SRZoW5-UpfUJa-2eynQHd-dgMuip-FcSFQa-ZhTf97-m5yQsC-bERrpy-2564rZV-CzyBU3-bTLdKP-TwA1As-m5tXi2-UP1Mpe-eh2N6v-SH2Juw-T6utVM-257yoHJ-9qaDHY-dgMHan-2i8aBLm-Tujodo-2hR1yS9-2cYDwrk-m5y3d2-ZhX2PE-m5EyEH-SGYviC-9qaHKq-T6tAdi
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The winner in 2016, Native River, also went on to win the 2018 Gold Cup at the 

Cheltenham Festival. 

 

The race is usually run on heavy ground, in fact the 2021 renewal had to be called 

off due to the state of the course and was actually ran on the 9th of January. 

 

Because of the normal going the amount of weight carried can play a huge part in 

the outcome with 7 of the last 10 renewals having been run on heavy ground and 

the winners all carried 10st 10lbs or less. 

 

The aforementioned Native River carried top weight to win in 2016 but that was 

on officially soft ground. If the going is heavy again, we can use that as the 

starting point and strike a line through anything carrying 10st 11lbs or more.  

 

In fact, on the 13 occasions since 1997 when the official going has been heavy, 12 

winners carried 10-10 or under and the one exception carried 10-13. 

 

The trainers to look out for are Venetia Williams (2 winners from 21 runners), 

Kerry Lee (3 from 13 including her father’s runners), Jonjo O’Neill (2 from 11), 

Paul Nicholls (2 from 43) and Nigel Twiston-Davies (2 from 27) who have all 

trained the winner twice since 1997. 

 

Age wise there have been a duo of 6yo’s in the last 10 renewals that have 

prevailed, and both were trained by Colin Tizzard which is a pointer in itself. The 

most prevalent winning age group though is the 7 to 9 year olds with 19 winners 

amongst them since 1997 albeit with the caveat that most of the runners tend to fall 

into that category. 

 

Mountainous busted the age statistic when winning as an 11yo, as did Raz De 

Maree at 13 years old but both ticked plenty of other boxes in terms of weight, 

rating and distance form and Native River blew the stats wide open as a 6yo in 

2016. In doing so he was the first 6yo to win in 10 years and Elegant Escape 

followed that trait two years later. 

 

All of the last 254 winners had finished in the top 6 LTO and 22 of the last 25 

winners had finished in the top 4 LTO. 

 

All the previous winners had last raced 20 – 54 days previously and 1 to 3 

previous runs in the season look to be a pre-requisite, accounting for 24 of the 25 

winners since 1997. 

 

Horses attempting this race on seasonal bow are 0-25 and those with more than 3 

runs in the current season are 1-34 with 2 runs looking a good, sweet spot (15/159; 

9% strike rate). 
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This race is over the marathon trip of 3m 6 ½ furlongs and experience over that 

distance or further is a strong positive as they account for the vast majority of the 

past winners since 1997. 

 

Course form is also an asset with a good majority of the winners having previously won 

at Chepstow and a profile of wins in chases of between 2 and 5 is also a good fit. 

 

Putting that altogether gives us our Welsh Grand National profile: 

• Aged 7yo to 9yo, but note any 6yo trained by Colin Tizzard 

• A top 4 finish LTO 

• Carrying 10-10 or less (on heavy ground especially) 

• Rated 140 or lower 

• Had last raced 20 – 54 days previously 

• Had 1 to 3 runs in the current season 

• Had previously raced over 3m 5 ½ furlongs of further (preferably 4+ miles) 

• Trained by Kerry Lee, Venetia Williams, Paul Nicholls, Jonjo O’Neill or 

Twister 

• Previous winning form at Chepstow 

• Between 2 and 5 career chase wins 

• No more than 3 previous handicap chase wins 

• Ran in a class 2 race LTO 

 

Hopefully the above will help narrow down the field to a select group that possess 

the “winners’ attributes.” 

 

On race day we will analyse the entries against the above trends and share our 

selection(s) with Platinum members in the members’ area. 

 

Steve Carter 
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Lingfield Racecourse 
 

Lingfield Racecourse is located in Lingfield, Surrey and has both a polytrack All 

Weather course, and a Turf course used for Flat racing during the summer and National 

Hunt during the winter, so offering all year round action. Lingfield is the busiest 

racecourse in Europe. 

 

There are eight meetings scheduled for December including on New Year’s Eve. The 

dates of the scheduled meetings are as follows: 

 

Monday 5th  National Hunt 

Wednesday 7th All Weather 

Wednesday 14th All Weather 

Saturday 17th All Weather 

Monday 19th National Hunt 

Wednesday 21st National Hunt 

Thursday 22nd All Weather 

Saturday 31st All Weather 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/44113570090
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By the train the course is located just a short walk from Lingfield station, and by car can 

be accessed from J6 off the M25, or J3 off the M10. There is plenty of free parking 

which can be found on Racecourse Road and is clearly signposted. 

The course is in the heart of a 450 acre estate and dates to the 19th century, originally 

opened for jumps racing but was granted permission to run flat races in 1894. 

The course was the venue for the first ever Derby trials in 1932 closely followed by the 

first Oaks trial race, and these races continue to this day at the course each year. Racing 

at the course only ever having been interrupted during World War II when the site was 

requisitioned by the War Office for use as a prisoner of war internment camp for Italian 

soldiers. 

1987 saw the permission granted for the addition of the all weather track, the first 

artificial racetrack to be installed in the UK, with the opening in November 1989. 

Track Configuration 
 

The National Hunt track is left handed and undulating and interestingly the going often 

means that the track suffers more abandonments per meeting than any other course. If a 

horse can gain a handy position in front going into the straight this can offer rewards, 

particularly over the fences which are straightforward. 

National Hunt Bumper races are in the main now run on the All Weather track and are 

almost always falsely run races which count against the sturdier bred true National Hunt 

runners. You can view the chase and hurdle course maps here. 

The All Weather course is a left handed track which has been laid inside the turf 

course. The All Weather track measures a little shorter than a mile and a quarter in the 

round and is fairly sharp. Stamina horses rarely gain the upper hand but a horse with a 

good turn of foot will often prevail. On the sprint distances those runners who run at the 

head of the field tend to win more races than those held up in the field. You can view 

the course here. 

The Turf Flat course is also left handed and is a round course over a mile and a half. 

There is a downhill turn into the straight which means that those runners which take 

advantage at this point can be difficult to reach. The course in the main runs sharply. 

The Stats  

Stats shown cover the period of 1st January 2017 to the time of writing (10th November 

2022). 

 

Once again, we are using www.horseracebase.com for the stats. 

We’ll start with general meeting stats from the last five years.  

https://www.racingpost.com/profile/course/31/lingfield/course-map
https://www.racingpost.com/profile/course/393/lingfield-aw/course-map
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/hrb
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As would be expected, All Weather racing dominates at Lingfield with more than three 

times as many All Weather races as the National Hunt and Turf Flat combined. 

This time around we will look at the National Hunt and All Weather racing at Lingfield, 

leaving the Turf Flat for another day. 

National Hunt - Fate of the Favourites 

Clear, joint and co-favourites have produced the following results: 

 

100 winners from 293 runners a 34.13% strike rate giving a level stakes loss of just 

17.95 points and a profit, albeit small at BFSP, and an almost 70% place strike rate is 

worthy of note too. 

If we break those runs down between Handicap and Non Handicap races, we find that 

we would have turned a profit at BFSP backing the Handicap favourites blindly. 

 

In fact, excluding the odds on shots (who wants to be backing them anyway), the past 

two years (2021 and 2022 to date) have both been profitable backing at Starting Prices 

and Betfair SP. 
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Venetia Williams and Gary (GL) Moore’s runners when going off as favourite seem 

to have excelled since January 2021, with them having had 11 of the 20 greater than 

evens priced favourite winners between them. We’ll have another look at this a little 

later. 

All Weather - Fate of the Favourites 

 

903 winners from 2668 runners, a 33.85% strike rate giving a level stakes loss of 224.22 

points. 

1669 of the runner’s place. A 62.56% place strike rate. 

If we break these results down into Handicap and Non-Handicap races gives us: 

 

Non-Handicap – 357 winners from 779 runners, a strike rate of 45.83% giving a level 

stakes profit of +1.02 A/E 0.99.  

572 placed a 73.43% place strike rate. 

 

Handicap – 546 winners from 1889 runners, a strike rate of 28.9% giving a level 

stakes loss of -225.24. A/E 0.89.  
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1097 placed a 58.07% place strike rate. 

 

Digging a bit deeper let’s focus on favourites that won their last race. 

 

Favourites that won their last race have produced – 274 winners from 753 runners, a 

strike rate of 36.39% for a level stakes loss of -79.84 points. A/E 0.91.  

490 placed a 65.07% place strike rate. 

Those favourites who had finished outside the first four on their last start. 

 

Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced – 205 

winners from 625 runners 32.80% and a loss of -32.21 pts to level stakes. A/E 0.98.  

373 placed, a 59.68% strike rate. 

Favourites don’t appear to offer much in terms of profits although there may be 

something with Non Handicap runners on the All Weather.  

Claimers, Sellers, and Maidens 

The top of the market runners at Lingfield (AW) running in Claimers, Sellers and 

Maidens have had a 53.89% since 2018 and would have given you a profit each year.  
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Pay particular attention if they placed on their last run. 

 

Being able to place your bet as close to the off as possible is pretty impossible for many 

of us, but if you are able to it may be something worth looking at. 

The Trainers 

National Hunt 

The Venetia Williams and Gary Moore runners when going off as favourite seem to 

have excelled during 2021+, but as we all are too aware, unless you can wait until the 

final moments before a race goes off it is almost impossible to know which runner will 

go off favourite. However, as trainers go, we know both are good at their job and so 

their runners merit further investigation given their more recent form. 

Had you backed their runners blindly from 2017 to date when running at Lingfield you 

would have secured a modest profit to level stakes of 15.89 points. 

 

But look at the year on year results. 
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The strike rate for these two combined has certainly been interesting, and the prices of 

the runners at Lingfield so far this year have obviously been higher than you would 

expect.  

 

Venetia Williams 

Venetia Williams’s Handicap Chasers at Lingfield are the ones of interest. (Her Non 

Handicap runners 2020+ are 0 from 9 and her Handicap Hurdlers 0 from 2).  

Her runners will tend to be at the top end of the market and all but one of the winners 

has been carrying 11st or more. There are occasional double-figure priced runners 

landing in the places, and we think it may well be worth backing her Handicap Chasers 

at Lingfield, for December. 

We will look to back on the Exchanges. If you can get greater than 4.00 back the runner 

in the Win and Place markets. 4.00 or less, back to Win Only.  

System 91: Back Venetia Williams’s Handicap Chasers at Lingfield using the 

Exchanges to Win and Place (Win Only if 4.00 or less). 

Gary Moore 

Moore’s runners at Lingfield have been on fire. 

 

And 2022 has been exceptional with a 40% strike rate. 
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It is no surprise again that his Handicap runners offer the value, both on the Hurdle and 

the Chase courses, but the chase runners have landed a 50% strike rate at Lingfield since 

2020. 

 

Hurdlers – His Handicap Novice Hurdlers have been 0 from 4 but his Handicap 

Hurdlers have been 5 from 18, and 4 of those have been over 2m (10 from 11 of the 

runners over distances greater than 2m have failed to hit the frame. 

Chasers – His 3milers + have failed to make the grade but keeping away from the 3m+ 

chases Moore has had a win strike rate more than 50% with his Handicap Chasers at 

Lingfield in recent years since 2020. 

 

There is a 28/1 winner in the mix in the figures above, but even allowing for this you 

would still be showing a profit. Interestingly his runners seem to either win, or they 

don’t so on that basis we feel comfortable backing to Win Only. 

System 89: Back Gary (GL) Moore’s Handicap Chasers and Hurdlers (Not Novices) at 

Lingfield using the Exchanges to Win only when running over less than 3 miles. 

All Weather 

Finding a winner on the All Weather at Lingfield feels a little like finding a needle in a 

haystack! 

With 2449 races having been run on the Lingfield All Weather so far at the time of 

writing, we’ll see if we can concentrate on recent trainer performances. 

Two trainer’s standout with performances this year at Lingfield, Conrad Allen and Amy 

Murphy. 
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Conrad Allen 

A 35% win strike rate and a 50% place strike rate this year at Lingfield is interesting. 

Historically we wouldn’t have looked twice at his runners based on past performance, 

but something has come right in 2022 for this small stable. Multiple wins for Impeach 

and Mick’s Spirit may mean that we have seen the best from the stable, but it is worth 

us following over the coming weeks to see if there is any more profit to be had from his 

handicap runners at Lingfield. 

Again, his runners either win or they don’t so we’ll be backing on the Exchanges to Win 

Only. 

 

System 88: Back Conrad (CN) Allen’s Handicap runners at Lingfield to Win Only on 

the Exchanges. 
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Amy Murphy 

A small profit backing Amy Murphy’s runners at Lingfield since 2020 to date, but a 

profit, nonetheless. 

 

Again, the handicappers are the ones which have turned the profit but a win strike rate 

for the handicappers of almost 19% still doesn’t add to our confidence that further 

profits are likely to be forthcoming.  

Her sprinters over 5f-6f are just 1 win from 15 runners so avoiding her sprinters at 

Lingfield can help to preserve some profit. 

 

The largest part of that profit has come this year, and prices of winners in general have 

been 9/2 upwards. Interestingly though again, the runners either win or they don’t so, 

don’t worry about backing Win and Place as there is nothing to gain backing Each Way. 

System 87: Back Amy Murphy’s Handicap runners when running over 7f or further and 

Lingfield Win Only on the Exchanges. 
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The Jockeys 

National Hunt 

It will be no surprise to see Jamie Moore topping the National Hunt Jockey’s table since 

2020, almost double his nearest rival…Joshua Moore…there’s a family theme running 

here. 

 

Joshua sustained a horrendous fall at Haydock in April of this year, suffering broken 

ribs, a broken leg, and a punctured lung, together with damage to his lower back. He 

then spent several weeks in critical care as it became touch and go following 

complications with a chest infection.  

Three months later he was still in hospital, but roll forward to the 18th August and his 

colleagues were forming a guard of honour for him Fontwell Park as he walked through 

the line.  

Whether he will ride again after having had a fall which damaged his lower back, back 

in October 2021 alongside these injuries is anyone’s guess, though he says that he is 

“finding race riding hard to let go”! It must be in the blood. 

No surprise that all of Jamie Moore’s rides have been for his dad. (We think we have 

that one covered). 

All Weather 

Jockeys heading the top of the table in terms of the number of winning rides (minimum 

of 10 rides over the period 2020 to date). 

 

The top 10 performing jockeys for the period we are looking at may land the winners, 

but only two have landed a profit. David Probert and Sean (SM) Levey. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/AtTheRaces/videos/jockeys-form-guard-of-honour-for-josh-moore-at-fontwell/6285027938179292/
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David Probert 

We really feel that we want to run and hide when we look at David Probert as we 

flagged him up as a jockey to follow at Salisbury back in September, and he let us 

down.  

In fact, only one of his nine rides finished in the places!  

Maybe he is better suited to the All Weather? 

He’s had a 15.58% win strike rate on the All Weather at Lingfield since January 2020 

and that strike rate has been pretty consistent throughout, but when we look at the year 

on year results, we can see clearly that 2021 threw in nearly all of the profits and would 

suggest a large, priced winner.  

 

When we looked at the runners in 2021 almost half (10) of those 21 winners in 2021 

came from runners priced 9/1-50/1, so we may feel that there is a chance of profit, but 

2022 shows a different picture. 

Had we taken the picture of 2021 forward and backed all his rides during 2022 where 

they went off in the price bracket of 9/1-50/1 you would have back 0 winners from 29 

runners!  

Proof immortal that back fitting can be a killer for the profits of the future. 

 

Sean Levey 
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Since 2020 backing Sean Levey’s rides at Wolverhampton would have seen a 20.92% 

strike rate and a profit to ISP of 45.83, and as we can see below, recent performances 

have been consistent with that 20% strike rate. With just a small loss in 2021. 

 

His recent performances merit further investigation. 

His rides have been for a prolific number of trainers over the years 2020 to date, but the 

32 winners have come from just 11 trainers and multiple wins from just 5 trainers, 

Richard Hannon (Jnr)-yard jockey, Brian Meehan, Rod Millman, Amanda Perrett, and 

Stuart Williams, with an almost 30% strike rate. 

Being the jockey for Richard Hannon Jnr means that we may not see him riding that 

often for other trainers at Lingfield, but we think it may be worthwhile keeping an eye 

when he is riding at Lingfield for the aforementioned. Because of the price of the 

runners, particularly from the Hannon yard, there is no benefit in backing the runners to 

place so stick to Win only.  

 

System 86: Back runners at Lingfield when ridden by Sean Levey for one of the above 

trainers to Win Only using the Betfair Exchange.  
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https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocprc
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(CC BY 4.0)  -   King George VI Chase | Captain Chris, Grands Crus, Riverside… | Flickr 

The Tingle Creek and The King George 
Tingle Creek 
 

A lot of this race revolves around the participation, or lack of, of Shishkin. He flopped 

in the Champion Chase when last seen and it emerged that he had developed a rare bone 

condition. To be honest, it is impossible to tell if that will have an effect on his racing 

career or not until we’ve seen him on a racecourse.  

 

So, with the combination of that as well as the way Henderson seemingly wants to 

campaign him, I’d be surprised if he even ran here. I hope he does for the spectacle, but 

I reckon we’ll see him at Kempton on 27th December instead.  

 

Energumene is almost certainly going to be an absentee, with his reappearance set to be 

in the Hilly Way at Cork. That opens this contest up somewhat, with defending 

champion Greaneteen at the head of the betting, and probably deservedly so. He loves 

the track and on paper, his Haldon Gold Cup win was top class. But he had the race fall 

into his lap and in my view, he’s beaten nothing close to Grade 1 calibre there to be 

honest, especially as Third Time Lucky needs a flat track at barely two miles to be seen 

to be near his best.  

 

It was a creditable win from Greaneteen, but not quite as good as some might suggest. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/8315710432/in/photolist-dEQbZN-dEJP92-TwwqyW-A61kdD-2htw12Y-our2c6-wZsecY-ouqW9R-oy9TnP-z5fDy4-x7dTBk-oy8TKV-z8bmbP-wP6MA5-2kMSFQB-ov4bqY-6M3PwF-w9DTQp-x6UScr-w9GAVM-wNRH2f-boVvSK-w9MCST-xtKR1k-roMJJa-6b3jTs-r7kF8p-72AUsR-boVV5H-6b3k43-wP8rxC-x7is96-wP7z3t-yg1uxB-x5K8Jb-wPhk1S-doZnj2-doZwPf-wNUFNh-doZmLe-wPoi3j-boVVmX-boVUNF-x4s4E3-x6vBp6-x4qtqU-x73G52-wNUMt5-xhdd6X-x6vkua
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I think Edwardstone is the bet here. He ran out a 16-length winner over the same 

course and distance on the same card last year in the Grade 1 Novice event - he seems to 

relish an uphill stretch to the line. He was a very sound jumper for a novice last season 

and even though he is stepping into open company,  

 

I don’t have any doubts about his capability of doing it as he was mixing it very well off 

big weights in open handicap hurdles the season before last.  

 

Ground versatility is a key asset, but I think if it was soft, it would help him far more 

than it would help Greaneteen. I just think this race sets up right for him with the trip, 

the track and likely ground conditions.  

 

He does face a course specialist, but the fact there is still some 5/1 around I think it’s 

too big, as Greaneteen’s Haldon Gold Cup win shouldn’t really be taken at face value. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Edwardstone @ 5/1 

 

King George 
 

It’s a massive shame Allaho won’t make it to Kempton on Boxing Day, he would have 

been some sight bounding around in front. But alas, Cheveley Park have a more than 

able deputy in the shape of Envoi Allen.  

 

He’s been crabbed quite a bit over the past year to eighteen months, but to be honest 

he’s not done a whole lot wrong. He got lucky when winning the Grade 1 over two 

miles at Leopardstown last Christmas when a lot of horses didn’t end up running. I must 

admit I thought he was going to be alright over two miles, but despite running ok in the 

Champion Chases at Cheltenham and Punchestown, he did lack for speed when the taps 

were turned on. No such thing happened at Down Royal last time though.  

 

Stepped up to three miles for just the second time in his career, he absolutely benefitted 

from it. He jumped well but didn’t get in much of a rhythm (which I understand is 

slightly contradictory) which he could certainly improve upon, but he was safe and 

there weren’t any real blunders. But I think this trip allows for that a bit better and he’s 

not punished as much for slightly slower jumps. In winning the Ladbrokes Champion 

Chase, he produced his best ever RPR.  

 

I like the angle of him as a three miler now, he travelled so sweetly and hit the line 

strongly. 

 

Bravemansgame is a horse I loved last year, and I was disappointed when he got beaten 

at Aintree. But I have a huge worry with him now, that’s his resilience.  
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I think he’s a bit of a bridle merchant. He jumps so well, which makes life difficult for 

his rivals, but all the races he won last season, and the Charlie Hall this year, he had the 

race won on the bridle.  

 

Then when you look at the races he’s lost - the Ballymore, the Sefton, the Mildmay, 

he’s had to come off the bridle. So, if he doesn’t have to come off the bridle in the King 

George, he’ll win, but I can’t see that happening.  

 

Backing a 5/4 shot in a race like the King George, I’d want the horse to be hard as nails, 

and at this point in time, I’m not sure he’s got that fight in him. But if he proves me 

wrong, so be it. 

 

L’Homme Presse would be interesting were he to run here I must admit, but he has to 

prove it stepping out of novice company. Frodon will give it a fair go at regaining his 

crown, as will Tornado Flyer I expect, but I’m happy thinking Envoi Allen is coming 

into this with plenty going for him. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Envoi Allen @ 9/2 

 
Alex Peperell 

www.thepeptalk.co.uk 

  

file:///C:/Users/darrenpower/Dropbox/Documents/On%20Course%20Profits/2022/Issue%2097%20-%20December/www.thepeptalk.co.uk
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(CC BY 4.0)  -   National Hunt Racing Horse | Paul | Flickr 

Research Corner - December Trainers? 

Hi all, for this month’s Research Corner piece, we are returning to a trainer based 

criteria as although there are many recent key factors such as the variable going and 

reduced field sizes, the mantra that trainers are creatures of habit still has valid claims. 

 

We will consider the final month of the year during the most recent ten-year period and 

home in on the yards that have had at least 100 National Hunt runners during that 

period. 

 

The following table details the stables in descending number of winners that have made 

a blind profit to Betfair SP over the review timeline. 

 

Trainer Runners Winners Win SR % BFSP P&L ROI % A/E 

Henderson NJ 775 203 26.19 98.03 12.65 0.98 

Hobbs PJ 697 124 17.79 127.38 18.28 0.96 

Skelton Dan 723 121 16.74 1.01 0.14 0.94 

Williams Miss V 597 104 17.42 8.77 1.47 0.96 

Moore GL 504 74 14.68 16.47 3.27 1.04 

Williams Evan 506 72 14.23 257.32 50.85 0.98 

Richards NG 245 52 21.22 40.77 16.61 1.05 

Pauling Ben 327 49 14.98 208.62 63.80 1.00 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/1385047813/in/photolist-37tjw9-37oJei-37tk7A-37tjzL-37tjnS-37tjY7-37oJxz-6jRJKi-37oJsH-37tk39-otY6Bq-6qKgFf
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We will next take a closer look at a selection of the above trainers to see if we can 

unearth a few potential gems from their runners during the final month of the calendar 

year.  

 

The Actual versus Expected (A/E) is always a good starting point as anything above 

1.00 is a positive so we will kick things off with Nicky Richards given his A/E 

performance of 1.05 over the review period. 

 

Nicky Richards 
 

After taking over the reins at Greystoke in the heart of Cumbria the yard has achieved 

over 800 winners and £5 million in prize money.  

 

Racing of course was in his DNA as the son of the legendary Gordon Richards, whose 

string of top class winners included Grand National heroes Lucius (1978) and Hallo 

Dandy (1984). He was already ill with cancer when One Man triumphed in the 1997 

Queen Mother Champion Chase at Cheltenham and died not long afterwards, leaving 

Nicky to take over the reins. 

 

If we drill down on the stats during the individual years for the month of December, we 

find: - 

 
 

Overall, a decent record but not so much during the most recent trio of years. 

 

What do we find by National Hunt race types? 

 

 
 

The above seems to point us towards the Bumper runners and those over the bigger 

obstacles during December. 
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Last year didn’t go well but 7 of the 10 Decembers were showing positive gains. 

 

If we now, consider this data set but by where the racetracks are based geographically, 

we find: - 

 
 

The most positive performances coupled with a decent number of runners points us to 

the tracks based in the North East and North West of England.  

 

The yard had runners during December in either Bumpers or Chases during the past 

decade at 5 tracks situated in the aforementioned locations and star of the show was 

Carlisle with 7 winners from 10 such runners! If we convert the data into a micro 

method, we find the following: - 
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System 83: Back the runners trained by Nicky Richards during the month of December 

when they are competing in National Hunt Flat Races and Chases at tracks based in the 

North East and North West of England. 

 

The historical data shows a profit would have been made with such an approach in 7 of 

the most recent 10 years with the biggest losing year being 2017 when both of the 

qualifiers lost but only just as both of them finished in second place.  

 

Overall, the micro method achieved a cracking 71.43% placers so if the prices and place 

terms allow adding an extra point for the place element could be a wise choice. 

 

Next up based on the A/E performance of 1.04 is Gary Moore 

 

Gary Moore 
 

Gary Moore started as a National Hunt jockey with over 200 career wins. He retired 

from the saddle in the early 1990s and went on to train. His training career started in 

Epsom where he trained for five years before taking over from his father, Charlie, in 

Brighton and subsequently relocated to Cisswood Racing Stables in Lower Beeding, 

West Sussex. 

Set in 180 acres of beautiful countryside and woodland, Cisswood has top-class training 

facilities with stabling for over 100 racehorses. 

 

If we follow the same process of firstly considering the individual years from the latest 

decade for December, we find the following: - 

 

 
 

What we see from the above data is a pretty mixed bag of results with 5 profitable 

periods and 5 losing periods. The trend over the past 3 campaigns is showing a positive 

which does give some encouragement. 

 

What do we find if we break these down by National Hunt race types? 
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Nought from 24 and only 5 placers from the bumper runners tells its own story and 

although the Chasers have a similar Strike Rate to the Hurdlers it would appear the 

latter is where the profits have been achieved.  

 

Just before we dismiss the Chasers let’s do one final check… 

 

 
 

On the face of it the Non-Handicap Chasers appear to have some merit but on closer 

inspection we find that almost all of the profit stems from the runners in 2017 or prior 

and more recently the yard is only 1 from 11 with such types. 

 

If we return to the Hurdlers we find: - 

 

 
 

There were some losing years during the December period but if we factor in the 

runners ridden by the trainer’s son Jamie Moore coupled with avoiding the better 

classes of races (Class 1 & 2) we find the following: - 
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System 95: Back the horse stabled by Gary Moore during December when running in 

Class 3 or below Hurdle races and when ridden by Jamie Moore. 

 

A profit would have been made in 7 of the most recent 10 years with the worst 

performing 3 years losing roughly 5 points. 

 

Track wise Fontwell proved to be the most productive with 12 winners from 28 such 

runners giving a tidy 42.86% Strike Rate and a very positive 1.82 A/E. Less so was 

Newbury which was 0 from 11 and not one of them even placed although to be fair 

most of them went off at big prices all the way up to 150/1.  

 

From the original data Table only Ben Pauling achieved an A/E of 1.00 or better beyond 

the duo of yards we have already covered. 

 

Ben Pauling 
 

After starting his career as assistant trainer to Nicky Henderson, Ben Pauling kickstarted 

his own training career in 2013, with just 8 horses which were mainly owned by family 

and friends. 

 

During Ben's short career to date, he has amassed three Cheltenham Festival winners; 

Willoughby Court, Le Breuil and, most recently, Global Citizen as well as Aintree 

champions Barters Hill and Kildisart. 
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So how have the individual years for the month of December fared for this up and 

coming yard? 

 

 
 

As before how about by NH race type 

 

 
 

Looks like we should avoid the bumper runners 

 

Given Ben Pauling is a relatively new addition to the training ranks we will look a little 

closer at specific race types 

 

 
 

The runners in Maiden Hurdles appear to have a solid profit record but on closer 

inspection, this came from a 33/1 winner which paid 56.97 on the Betfair SP. 

 

Once they progress to Novice Hurdles and onto the Handicap version over the smaller 

obstacles and finally moving into Novice Chases and their Handicap counterparts, we 

find a positive overall picture but on closer inspection the profits came from a handful 

of big, priced winners such as Perfect Pirate in 2016 which paid a whopping 134.62 on 

the BFSP. 
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With that in mind we will take a watching brief on Ben Pauling this time around and 

stick with the duo of Nicky Richards and Gary Moore for the final month of 2022! 

 

Until next time  

 

Steve Carter 

 

 

 
 

  

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/informracing
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In Running Research 

What I normally do when writing an article is start with an idea of what I’d like to look 

into, research it thoroughly, then write it up and share the most useful findings. On this 

occasion I am going to do it slightly differently – so currently I have an idea, and some 

initial thoughts on where to go with it, but that’s it at present. Hence, at this juncture, I 

am not 100 per cent sure which direction we are headed. The style of the piece, 

therefore, may be slightly different in places to how I usually write – which may make a 

pleasant change I guess!! 

 

What area to research? – the area I want to dig into is one I have researched before, 

but even now I feel I’ve barely scratched the surface. So, I am going to be looking and 

trying to interpret some ‘in running’ data. 

 

What in running data will I be using? – I decided to choose to look at some ‘in 

running’ data for a group of seasoned handicap sprinters. I created an original ‘pool’ of 

around 1000 horses. From there these horses were picked randomly. Each horse in the 

original list had run at least 25 times in their lifetime as a racehorse. The reason I 

wanted at least 25 runs for each horse was a) to give me a decent data set and b) make 

some of my research less time-consuming. Regardless of the number of career runs, my 

initial research for one horse takes the same amount of time as it would for another. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/193485241@N06/51312009363/in/photolist-2mbgsGB-2mZincr-dYZGwg-a37fqh-2mbzVRg-x9LnQk-dVnVrA-K3S3pn-SbW1Hv-JTarMV-2mMU1FP-2mbwbXD-2mbzWiZ-2mbspUz-zHASiA-zZ3Bp9-2mZpXp4-2kSWDPz-2mbxfqL-dZ6aS5-2mbwc2G-dZ5rGu-a3777d-SXYeRw-2mz9dYK-2mbspsx-4nyfns-aWS9k6-zVQBko-2jezV4M-SyPWpP-2h2GZr7-VEZV2P-2g5572g-8upmxd-jzBnx3-Wjaz3q-t2BRV-TbYK2G-8Cgd6k-VP5g9j-494BuX-A1c4WD-2hhrp1Z-5tewZW-eZohLs-9UY8BE-2he4q7V-EQPgh4-2n7z4tS
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Therefore, it made sense to find horses with a decent number of runs. I sourced the ‘in 

running’ data from the excellent www.horseracebase.com. 

 

What horses did I choose? – I chose the following horses. 

 

A Sure Welcome Aquadabra Ballyare Boom The Groom 

Abel Handy Archie Stevens Barnsdale Bosham 

Acclaim The Nation Archimedes Bashiba Bossipop 

Afandem Arnold Be Proud Boudica Bay 

Airshow Arzaak Bellevarde Bowson Fred 

Albegone Ask The Guru Big Lachie Brandy Station 

Aleef Astrophysics Big Time Maybe Broadhaven Honey 

Alsvinder Attys Edge Billy Dylan Bronze Beau 

Amazing Alba Atyaaf Birkenhead Buniann 

Amazing Amaya Autumn Flight Blackcurrent Burmese Blazer 

Angel Eyes Awsaaf Blue De Vega Burtonwood 

Angel Force B Fifty Two Bluella Camanche Grey 

Another Angel 
   

 

As you can probably gather, I simply went down my original sprinter list alphabetically. 

I thought that was as random as anything.  

 

Between them these horses had run a combined number of races just in excess of 3000 

(up to the end of September 2022). Some are still racing, some are retired. Despite these 

horses essentially being ‘handicap sprinters,’ not all their races were over 5 or 6f, but 

over 96% of them were. Therefore, we are essentially dealing with 5-6f data here. 

 

Research Phase 1 – Dobbing (in general) 

 

Dobbing is a term I came across a few years back and have written about before. The 

word ‘DOB’ in terms of betting ‘in running’ means ‘double or bust.’ Essentially if the 

trade is successful, we double our original stake, if the trade is unsuccessful, we ‘bust’ 

or lose our stake.  

 

For people who have not read about dobbing before I will give you a worked example: 

 

Let us imagine you back a horse pre race at 10.00 for £10; in order to create a potential 

DOB, you try and lay at half the odds for double the stake – so you set a lay at 5.00 for 

£20.  

 

If the horse hits 5.00 or lower in running, your lay bet will be matched and regardless of 

the result you will win £10 (less commission).  
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Here is the simple mathematics behind the two potential winning outcomes - if the 

horse goes onto win the race you get £90 returned from the ‘back’ part of the bet; you 

lose £80 on the ‘lay’ part of the bet giving you £10 profit.  

 

If the horse does not go onto win, you lose your £10 stake from the ‘back’ bet but gain 

£20 from the lay stake as that priced was matched in play – again giving you a £10 

profit.  

 

Of course, if the lay part of the bet is not matched you will lose your original £10 stake. 

 

For dobbing to be profitable long term, you are probably looking to have a success rate 

of 54% or more. This figure has to be a bit higher than say 50.10% as we need to take 

commission into account. 

 

I looked at all the horses in the list and worked out how many times they had dobbed 

successfully.  

 

Of the 3004 races, these horses had dobbed a total of 1355 times which equates to 

45.10%. This is some way short of the 54% target. This of course is to be expected as 

my past research has indicated that on average around 40-45% of all horses hit that 

successful ‘dob’ point of half their odds ‘in running’. 

 

There was a big range of dobbing success across the horses in my group. 

 

Angel Eyes had dobbed an impressive 70.30% of the time (26 times in 37 races); at the 

other end of the scale, Camanche Grey had dobbed just 22% of the time (11 times in 50 

races). 

 

Research Phase 2 – How does the run style affect Dobbing? 
 

Back in 2013 I wrote an article exploring run style and dobbing with the main focus 

being on front runners / early leaders.  

 

The reason the focus was on front runners was due to the fact that they tended to ‘dob’ 

far more often than any other run style. Front running horses having better ‘dob’ 

chances than say hold up horses makes sense I suppose, as ‘in running’ traders have to 

react to how the race unfolds - horses that get a soft lead for example contract quickly in 

running, whereas most hold up horses only start to contract significantly in price if they 

move up the field later in the race.  

 

Also, I found that horses that led early in sprints contract more quickly than at longer 

distances. So, what does my new set of data tell me in regard to run style and dobbing?  
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Here are the findings: 

 

Run 

Style 

Total runs for 

specific run style 

Times the horse  

dobbed 
Dob % 

Held up 660 207 31.40 

Mid division 433 149 34.40 

Prominent 1196 536 44.80 

Led / Front runners 715 463 64.80 

 

These results back up all my previous research.  

 

All early leaders / front runners have dobbed nearly 65% of the time. So, if only you 

could predict the front runner in all handicap sprints you could make a tidy sum dobbing 

each and every one of them!  

 

Of course, predicting the front runner all the time is impossible, although there are ways 

you can improve your chances. Past run style is generally a good indicator with 

seasoned handicappers and draw position, form can all play a part. 

 

Research Phase 3 – For front runners does the price of the horse 

affect Dobbing? 
 

When looking at prices we need to ignore odds on horses as they cannot physically 

halve in price. Fortunately, because I have chosen handicap sprinters there are very few 

horses that had odds on prices. 

 

Let me look at the dobbing percentages of front runners grouping them by price bands. 

In terms of price bands, I have used Betfair Starting Price and I have tried to make sure 

there is a similar number of runners in each grouping: 

 

Price Band  

(BSP) 

Total  

Runs  

Times the horse  

dobbed 

Dob  

% 

2.01 - 4.00 81 42 51.90 

4.01 - 6.00 98 59 60.20 

6.01 - 9.00 115 59 51.30 

9.01 - 13.00 104 67 64.40 

13.01 - 19.00 106 75 70.80 

19.01 - 34.00 100 74 74.00 

34.01 + 103 87 84.50 

 

It should be stated before I comment on the data, that groupings of around 100 races is 

still relatively small sample in reality.  
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Having said that, the pattern seems to be clear – bigger priced front runners tend to dob 

more often than shorter priced front runners. The dob success rate beyond a BSP of 

13.01 is impressive. 

 

Research Phase 4 – For hold up horses does the price of the horse 

affect Dobbing? 
 

We have seen what happens with front runners – what about hold up horses in terms of 

price and dobbing.  

 

I have kept the same price bands although the shortest price band has a very small 

sample: 

 

Price Band  

(BSP) 

Total  

Runs  

Times the horse  

dobbed 

Dob  

% 

2.01 - 4.00 32 6 18.80 

4.01 - 6.00 68 27 39.70 

6.01 - 9.00 115 51 44.30 

9.01 - 13.00 87 34 39.10 

13.01 - 19.00 102 21 20.60 

19.01 - 34.00 123 32 26.00 

34.01 + 132 36 27.30 

 

If we ignore that small sample (BSP 2.01 – 4.00) this data is somewhat reversed as 

compared to the front running data.  

 

Horses priced 13.01 or higher have dobbed considerably less often than shorter prices.  

 

This does make sense, but it is worth doing the research to make sure. 

 

Research Phase 5 – Does long term dobbing data for individual 

horses mean anything? 
 

Finally, I am looking at some of individual horses in this study and splitting their 

records in half. From there I am going to compare their dobbing percentages in the first 

half of their career with the second half of their career.  

 

My guess is that the second half of their career may see a slight drop off in dob 

percentage simply because the horse is getting older.  

 

Overall, I am hoping that there are not massive differences. I looked at 16 horses and 

here are my findings: 
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Horse 
First half of career 

Dobs/Races (Dob%) 

Second half of career 

Dobs/Races (Dob%)  
A Sure Welcome 22/37 (59.5%) 21/37 (56.8%) 

Abel Handy 9/24 (37.5%) 6/24 (25%) 

Acclaim The Nation 8/17 (47.1%) 10/18 (55.6%) 

Afandem 8/33 (24.2%) 12/33 (36.4%) 

Airshow 15/28 (53.6%) 16/28 (57.1%) 

Albegone 7/13 (53.8%) 7/14 (50%) 

Aleef 19/33 (57.6%) 11/34 (32.4%) 

Alsvinder 16/35 (45.7%) 14/35 (40%) 

Amazing Alba 10/20 (50%) 10/20 (50%) 

Amazing Amaya 13/20 (65%) 8/20 (40%) 

Angel Eyes 13/18 (72.2%) 13/19 (68.4%) 

Angel Force 10/20 (50%) 12/19 (63.2%) 

Another Angel 12/32 (37.5%) 12/31 (38.7%) 

Aquadabra 19/31 (61.3%) 16/31 (51.6%) 

Archie Stevens 19/41 (46.3%) 23/41 (56.1%) 

Archimedes 21/56 (37.5%) 23/57 (40.4%) 

 

OK, so this horse sample size is small, but when researching anything we have to start 

somewhere … and this type of research is quite time consuming. You cannot check 

100s of horses in this way in a few minutes. 

 

However, as a general rule, most of this group of horses have similar records in terms of 

dobbing percentage. Only Aleef and Amazing Amaya have ‘wildly’ differing figures. 

11 of the 16 horses had a % difference of less than 10%.  

 

Of those who had a 50% or more dob percentage in the first half of their career, 7 of the 

9 repeated that in the second half of their career. 

 

All in all, these results suggest to me that this is an area that I need to continue to look 

into. And it is here I am going to end this piece. I am in the process of looking at further 

research phases with the data I have and if there are enough useful findings for a follow 

up article, I will write that up and share it early next year. 

 

There are several ‘takeaways’ from this research article, but for me the key one is – a 

mid to high priced front running handicap sprinter has excellent potential to ‘dob’ and 

make you money in the long term. 

 

David Renham 
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(CC BY 4.0)  -   Numbers And Finance | I created this shot in my studio for u… | Flickr 

Systems Corner 
All results quoted below are as of 13th November 2022 

* Denotes Gold System 

Approved Systems for December 2022 

Issue 85 System 16 – (December) – Gold* 

Flagged up last year worthy of following, this system produced a 50% strike rate and 

produced a small profit from just a handful of runners.  

Fingers crossed it can add again to the portfolio this year. 

Issue 84 System 26 – (November) 

We are waiting on this system to kick in the profits as currently we are 0 from 6 runners 

but as we still have a couple of weeks to run at the time of writing, we are hopeful. 

Issue 83 System 03 – (October – December) - Gold* - We are currently running at a 

single figure strike rate which doesn’t bode well. An almost 30% strike rate last year 

and a 57.83% ROI to ISP means we’ll hang on in there…for now… 

 

Issue 63 System 23 – (Ongoing) 

This system produced over 30 points profit in 2020, but 2021 was not so joyous as we 

saw a sizeable loss of almost 25.00pts. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/teegardin/5537894072/in/photolist-9rn9Yh-7FFw7H-7FVpiB-7GaRos-7mnjTW-7VsANN-7miv5F-M6aCFR-7mnuqd-7miEAX-7mnjUh-7miv5v-MSD1wE-7FUFjn-M67qed-7mnuqJ-7mnuq7-7mnjUj-7miv5H-7miv5B-7miCKX-7miCKF-6CoSed-7mnjUd-7miEBg-7miEBa-MSDetb-zKP6d-7miCKK-7miEB2-7miCKv-7FXkHA-7FTxoV-7miEBe-7mnuqG-6CiWXr-6CiWXz-N3MDUc-7FT5Le-6CiWWD-7miCKz-6CoGDm-7miCKr-7mnjU3-7miEB6-7mnuqw-7miv5R-7mnuqC-6Cow6y-6CiWXv
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2022 however as returned to form and currently we are standing with a level stakes 

profit of 31.20 points (and a ROI of 115.56%) to starting prices. This will continue to 

run until the end of 2022 when we will assess once again. 

Issue 60 System 97 – (November – January) 

- No qualifying runners to date 

Recently Published / Jury’s Out 

Issue 96 System 90 – (November and December) – Rossa Ryan rides at Kempton 

(AW) 

- Currently 0 from 5 runners. 

Issue 96 System 93 – (November and December) – Rob Hornby rides at Kempton 

(AW): 

- Currently 0 from 2 runners 

Issue 95 System 20 – (October Only) - Back John Kiely and Ger Lyons Handicap 

runners over in Ireland during the month of October. 

 

 

We managed a profit for October of 6.63pts /12.25pts to Betfair SPs and SP ROI of 

47.36% from 13 runners and a strike rate of 21.43% - Approved for next year. 

Issue 95 System 24 – (October – December) - Back Ralph Beckett’s Class 3, 4 and 5 

runners at Chelmsford for the months of October through to December. 

 

- Four losing runners to date. 

 

Issue 95 System 25 – (October – December) - Back Richard Hughes’s runners at 

Chelmsford. 

 

- Thanks to Nails Murphy on 8th November, we are currently sitting at +9.00pts 

to level stakes profit at starting prices and +17.21 to Betfair SPs. 

 

Issue 95 System 28 - (October – December) - Back Simon Pearce’s runners at 

Chelmsford. 

- 0 from 2 runners to date. 
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Issue 95 System 30 – (Ongoing) – New Bay Progeny 

- 1 from 2 runners so far and a profit to ISP of +2.50pts. 

Issue 94 System 15 – (September-November) 

Since last month we have lost a further 12 points and the strike rate on this system is 

half that of 2021. At the time of writing, we have just two weeks left for this one to run 

and it will need to pull out a miracle to see us end with a profit. 

Issue 94: System 18 

 

Since publication there have been 5 Johnston runners in this category all 5 of which 

have failed to win their races.  

So, we are currently +4.90pts in profit for this lay system allowing for 2% Betfair 

Commissions. This method will run until the end of the year. 

Issue 94 System 19 – (September – ongoing) – Gold* 

To date this system has had 2 winners from 8 runners and we are sitting at a small loss 

of -1.75pts. Still plenty of time for us to turn a profit. 

Points of Note 

Issue 81 System 27 – (July – October) – Gold* 

We closed this year with a pretty much breakeven position of +1.33 points 

(ISP)/+3.33points BFSP. The win strike rate was healthy at 34.78%. Whether there will 

be any value left in this one for 2023 is questionable, and we will look again at the 

system nearer the time to assess whether there is any worth left. 

Issue 81 System 29 – (April – November) - Gold*  

The gift that keeps on giving… but not quite as much as last year…yet. Officially 

ending at the close of November. 
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Issue 84 System 37 – (November) - Gold* 

This system seems to be going completely awry this year seeing us lose 16.50 points to 

date with two weeks still to run. If it carries on in the same vein for the rest of the month 

it will be the first year since 2016 when this trainer led system has made a loss.  

The yard merged with Graeme McPherson (McPherson Racing) on 1st October 2021, 

and maybe now that merger is having a greater impact on the runners and riders. It 

would be foolish of us to cast this aside to the archive yet so we will leave to run for the 

rest of November.  

Note 

You may notice some changes over the coming weeks in the Systems category of the 

Members Area. To make the category more user friendly and current we will be laying 

the categories and systems out as follows: 

o Approved for 2023 

• January 

• February 

• March 

• Etc… 

(Where a system covers more than a one month period the system will be included for 

each relevant month). 

o Recently Published Jury’s Out 

o Archived 
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Image by StockSnap from Pixabay  

Product Reviews 
It’s still very quiet on the Product Reviews front, so don’t forget that if you have a 

product, and you’d like us to review it, or you are a customer interested in an 

independent opinion on a product, drop us a note by clicking here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost: 10-day trial for 99p then £37.00 per month thereafter. 

 

https://pixabay.com/users/stocksnap-894430/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2557586
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2557586
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
https://bettinggods.com/betting-gods-tipsters/super-sports-capper/?hop=bluedelta
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The Trial: A disappointing month this month when showing such promise last month, 

with 52/84 wins and a loss of 21.78 pts. 

 

It would appear that the Australian Rules Football season is over and apart from two 

Rugby League bets all bets were for Tennis, and more recently NBA Basketball. 

 

The tennis bets pushed the profits ahead until a change of tactics mid-month when he 

advised 17 bets at players to win less than 12 games and10 of these lost. 

 

The last 30+ bets were on Basketball, and they have not overall been profitable. 

 

The cumulative position is 86/136 and a profit of 4.37 pts. 

Conclusion: Clearly, he is better at certain sports, and we will continue the review for a 

further month. In the meantime, you can find out more here. 

 
Cost: £20.00 per month then £37.00 per month thereafter 

The Trial: The final month of this review saw no improvement to its recent track 

record, posting its third losing month in a row.   

This time there were 81 selections, 48 of them advised to be backed 1 point win at 

Betfair Staring Price and the remaining 33 advices 0.5 point win and 0.5 point place, 

again at BSP.  

The win bets had 15 successes, a strike rate of 31.25% and virtually broke even after 

deducting 2% commission.  

The 33 win bets with a stake of 0.5 point had 4 winners and the 33 place bets with the 

same stake won 6 times when the BSP odds couldn’t prevent them making a monthly 

loss of 23.61 points.  

 

 

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=SSC&tid=ocp
https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=BSP&tid=ocp
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Conclusion: The Betting Gods website shows every bet this service has made for the 

last 16 months, and it is very noticeable that up until I started this review it only advised 

1-point win bets when it was doing much better than when it commenced the 0.5 stakes 

and place betting. If you are interested, you can find out more here. 

 

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=BSP&tid=ocp
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ratecard
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